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Brad's Sure Guide to SQL Server Maintenance Plans (DBA Handbooks)Red gate, 2010

	Millions of SQL Server instances run in the offices of small and medium-sized organizations and there are many "accidental" DBAs out there whose job it is to maintain them. Often, they find that they don't have the knowledge, experience, or critically the time, to perform the correct level of maintenance on their SQL Server...
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Atlas of DiabetesSpringer, 2012

	This handbook is an invaluable resource for improving the management of diabetes. Chapters cover the fundamentals, including epidemiology, history and physical examination, and functional evaluations. Diabetes in children, adolescents, adults, and geriatrics are addressed. Differential diagnosis is emphasized, and evidence-based guidelines...
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Differential Diagnosis in Neurology and Neurosurgery: A Clinician's Pocket GuideThieme Medical Publishers, 2019

	
		Now in a greatly expanded and updated new edition: The essential pocketbook for rapid and correct differentiation and interpretation of signs and symptoms of neurological and neurosurgical diseases and conditions.

	
		Key Features:

		
			Exhaustive range of neurologic and neurosurgical...
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Applied Calculus of Variations for EngineersCRC Press, 2008

	The subject of calculus of variations is to find optimal solutions to engineering problems where the optimum may be a certain quantity, a shape, or a function. Applied Calculus of Variations for Engineers addresses this very important mathematical area applicable to many engineering disciplines. Its unique,...
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Robust Algebraic Multilevel Methods and Algorithms (Radon Series on Computational and Applied Mathematics)Walter de Gruyter, 2009

	The iterative methods play an important role in solving linear equations that

	arise in real-world applications. Numerous properties of the problem may affect

	the efficiency of the solution. This book deals with algorithms for the solution of

	linear systems of algebraic equations with large-scale sparse matrices, with a focus

	on...
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Introduction to Precise Numerical Methods, Second EditionAcademic Press, 2007
Now that powerful PCs and Macs are everywhere available, when solving a numerical problem, we should no longer be content with an indefinite answer, that is, an answer where the error bound is either unknown or a vague guess. This book’s software allows you to obtain your numerical answers to a prescribed number of correct decimal places. For...
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Fundamentals of Differential Equations (8th Edition) (Featured Titles for Differential Equations)Pearson Education, 2011

	Fundamentals of Differential Equations presents the basic theory of differential equations and offers a variety of modern applications in science and engineering. Available in two versions, these flexible texts offer the instructor many choices in syllabus design, course emphasis (theory, methodology, applications,...
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Universal Serial Bus System Architecture (PC System Architecture Series)Addison Wesley, 1997
Universal Serial Bus System Architecture  provides an in-depth discussion of USB and is based on the 1.0 version of the Universal Serial Bus specification.  It focuses on the USB protocol, signaling environment, and electrical specifications, along with the hardware/software interaction required to configure and access USB devices.  Although this...
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Williams' GynecologyMcGraw-Hill, 2008
The first guide to bridge the gap between medical and surgical gynecology 
Written by clinicians from the same department of Obstetrics and Gynecology responsible for the landmark bestseller Williams Obstetrics, this full-color text and atlas offers a complete overview of gynecology that no other source can match. In...
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A Modern Introduction to Differential EquationsAcademic Press, 2009
An accessible introductory differential equations textbook for the one-semester course.     

Designed for a one-semester course, A Modern Introduction to Differential Equations presents a solid and highly accessible introduction to differential equations, developing the concepts from a dynamic systems perspective...
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Essentials of Diagnostic Breast Pathology: A Practical ApproachSpringer, 2007

	Several excellent and comprehensive textbooks have been written on breast pathology [1-5]. The magnif-

	icent book Problems in Breast Pathology [1] written by John G. Azzopardi, and two more recent great

	works by Fattaneh A. Tavassoli [4] and Paul P. Rosen [3] cover almost all aspects of classic and modern

	breast pathology. So why...
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Partial Differential Equations in Fluid DynamicsCambridge University Press, 2008
This book is concerned with partial differential equations applied to fluids problems in science and engineering. This work is designed for two potential audiences. First, this book can function as a text for a course in mathematical methods in fluid mechanics in non-mathematics departments or in mathematics service courses. The authors have taught...
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